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The GReaNs platform (which stands for Gene Regulatory
evolutionary artificial Networks) is an artificial life software
platform that has been previously shown to allow the evo-
lution of networks for signal processing and animat con-
trol [1]. The structure of the resulting network in this
model is encoded in a linear genome, without imposing
any restrictions on the size of the genome or the size of
the network. We extended this model to encode spiking
neural networks [4]. In previous work using GReaNs [1],
each node in the artificial network has been considered to
be an analog of a biological transcriptional unit. However,
the nodes can also be seen as artificial neurons. Our exten-
sion has introduced to GReaNs two models of spiking
neurons (LIF: leaky integrate and fire neurons with a fixed
threshold [2] and AdEx: adaptive-exponential integrate
and fire [3]). Here we use GReaNs for the evolution of
spiking networks for pattern recognition. The genetic
algorithm used in GReaNS is based on evolving the num-
ber of the neurons and the weights of the connections, but
the synaptic delays are constant. We evolved a network
that generates spikes at a maximum firing rate when the
network is presented with one spike from five input neu-
rons in a specific order, and that stays silent when the
order is reversed. We also used three inputs, each with
one spike, requiring the network to fire at a maximum
rate for a specific temporal order of spikes and to remain
silent for all the other permutations. In further work, we
plan to investigate the generalization abilities of the
evolved networks and the robustness of their behaviour to
noise. GReaNs can export a PyNN script, which allows the
simulation of an evolved network on different backends,
including neuromorphic real-time hardware for real time
simulation.
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